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PHILIP DUQUESNE 

(Renowned French author, aka "Philip Randa," and 

leading cultural figure of the Catholic Traditionalists in 

France) 

For many months I have been working on an explosive 

book about the conspiracy against Philip Savage. I have been 

directing an ongoing broad investigation of the alleged 

charges against the French TV, their guest the Prophet Philip 

and the people of his organization. I have interviewed in 

person many of Philip Savage's collaborators. My entire 

investigation and the proof I have gathered all point in one 

single direction: The whole issue represents a terrible and 

disgusting political conspiracy organized by the political 

police of the French Marxist government in concert with 

media manipulation of unprecedented proportion. 

It is clear that the French Marxist government has used 

the Prophet Philip Savage to attack at the same time the only 

non-governmental TV station and their journalists. I know 

for a fact that without this political agenda, they would not 

have tried to organize such a conspiracy against Philip 

Savage. I have personally investigated most protagonists in 

this conspiracy, including innumerable "patients" completely 

"cured" by Philip Savage, and I am absolutely convinced of 

his integrity and that of all his collaborators. 

I have in my possession many protocols on the procedure 

used by Philip Savage in his own practice. I know that his 

ethical standards toward medicine have been always perfect 

and that Philip Savage's entire operation was exclusively 

religious in origin. 

I want to emphasize strongly the fact that I have known 

Philip Savage for many years and that I have always been 
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highly impressed with the intensity of his religiosity as well 

as the extent of his scientific knowledge. 

His expertise in the field of biology and paleontology is 

extraordinary and I, myself, had the privilege to read his 

dissertation on evolution. I also remember perfectly well how 

much the environment and all sorts of endangered species 

were constantly at the very core of his thinking and his 

worries. 

I know that if Philip Savage was given the chance to be 

judged in a non-hostile legal environment his innocence 

should be immediately recognized. Unfortunately, in the 

corrupt French system where many Ministers, including the 

former Prime Minister, have been indicted in the AIDS 

contaminated blood scandal, Philip Savage would not stand a 

chance. France is no longer a real democracy and I would be 

indeed concerned for his very physical survival. 

All these statements are established from facts coming 

from my own investigation and I am ready to bear full 

responsibility for my findings. 

Respectfully, 


